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This is a case brought solely under the Public Records Act (PRA),

RCW 42.56 involving two record requests and four records. One record is

exempt from production under the PRA because its confidentiality and

disclosure is governed exclusively by RCW 13.50. The second record

also governed by RCW 13.50) did not exist at the time of either records

request; it was created specifically as a courtesy for the plaintiff and

provided immediately after it was created. The remaining two records

were not requested in either of the records requests at issue here.

Here, the trial court should have dismissed the case at the outset

because it was filed after the applicable statute of limitations ran.

Ms. Wright commenced this PRA litigation 22 months after the one-year

statute of limitations in RCW 42.56.550(6) had run as to the first records

request, and nearly five months after it had run as to the second request.

In addition, the trial court erred by refusing to apply RCW 13.50 to

any of the records. To the extent the trial court even addressed

compliance with the PRA, it applied the wrong standards, treating the

matter as a discovery dispute in a tort action. The Department of Social

and Health Services (Department) did not violate the PRA, and the trial

court's findings of fact and conclusions of law are not supported by the

evidence in the record.



Having extensively erred in its legal analysis, the trial court then

also abused its discretion by awarding $649,896.87 in penalties, costs, and

attorney fees for the alleged withholding of the four documents. This

amount is grossly disproportionate to the alleged PRA violation.

This Court should vacate the trial court's judgment awarding

penalties, costs, and attorney fees and dismiss the case for failure to

comply with the applicable statute of limitations. In the alternative, this

Court should reverse findings of fact that are not supported by substantial

evidence; rule that as a matter of law the Department did not violate the

PRA; and vacate the trial court's judgment awarding penalties, costs, and

attorney fees. Finally, if this Court holds that the Department violated the

PRA then it should reverse and vacate the penalties, costs, and attorney

fees award, because of an abuse of discretion, and determine the proper

calculation of penalties, costs, and attorney fees.

1. The trial court erred by refusing to dismiss the case because

it was filed after the applicable statute of limitations had run.

2. The trial court erred by entering Findings of Fact (FOF) 4,

5, and 6 in its September 1, 2011 order,' finding that the audio recording,

interview transcription, foster care/adoption manual, and investigation

1 A copy of the trial court's September 1, 2011 order is attached as Appendix A.
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protocols were responsive to the plaintiffs records requests. Evidence in

the record does not support FOF 4, 5, and 6.

3. The trial court erred by entering FOF 7 in its September 1,

2011 order, finding that the Department failed to provide a privilege log

for withheld documents. Evidence in the record does not support FOF 7.

4. The trial court erred by entering Conclusions of Law

COL) I and 2 in its September 1, 2011 order, because the case was not

filed until after the applicable statute of limitations had run.

5. The trial court erred by entering COL 3 in its September 1,

2011 order, where the audio recording, although overlooked initially, was

produced pursuant to RCW 13.50.100 before this case was filed, and the

transcription was produced as a courtesy for the requester and did not exist

at the time of either records request.

6. The trial court erred by entering COL 4 and 5 in its

September 1, 2011 order, because neither record had been requested in the

plaintiffs records requests.

7. The trial court erred by entering COL 6 in its September 1,

2011 order, because the Department is not required to make a privilege log

when no records are withheld.

8. The trial court erred by entering COL 7 and 8 in its

September 1, 2011 order, because the case was not filed until after all
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applicable statutes of limitation had run, and the evidence and argument in

the record shows that no violation of the PRA occurred.

9. The trial court erred in ordering $649,896.87 in penalties,

costs, and fees against the Department, because the case was filed after the

statute of limitations had run and each element of the award was error.

10. The trial court erred by entering FOF and COL I to 4 in its

November 18, 2011 judgment. 
2

These findings and conclusions state that

there was an "obstruction of justice" meriting penalties of $ 100 per day,

totaling $287,800.00. The finding and conclusions are not supported by

the evidence in the record or a full and fair consideration of the

Yousoqfian factors and constitute an abuse of discretion.

11. The trial court erred by entering FOF and COL I to 4 in its

November 18, 2011 judgment, awarding $346,000.00 in attorney fees.

These findings are not supported by adequate documentation and were

entered without giving the Department a fair opportunity to respond to the

documentation provided to the trial court. The court abused its discretion

by accepting inflated per hour billing rates and applying an unwarranted

lodestar multiplier, resulting in an attorney fee award of $ 1,000 per hour.

12. The trial court erred by entering FOF and COL 1 to 4 in its

November 18, 2011 judgment, awarding litigation costs of $16,096.87.

2 A copy of the November 18, 2011 judgment is attached as Appendix B.
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The trial court abused its discretion by including impermissible

expenditures as part of its cost award.

1. Did the trial court err by refusing to dismiss Plaintiffs

public records action, which was not commenced until 22 months after the

statute of limitations in RCW 42.56.550(6) ran on her 2007 request, and

nearly five months after the statute of limitations ran on her 2008 request?

Assignments of Error 1, 4, 8, 9.)

2. Did the trial court err by finding a violation of the PRA and

imposing penalties for a recorded interview that is confidential and

discloseable only as provided in RCW 13.50, and exempt from disclosure

under the PRA? (Assignments of Error 2, 5, 8, 9, 10.)

3. Did the trial court err by finding a violation of the PRA and

imposing penalties for an interview transcription that is confidential and

discloseable only as provided in RCW 13.50, exempt from disclosure

under the PRA, and that did not exist at the time the records requests were

made? (Assignments of Error 2, 5, 8, 9, 10.)

4. Did the trial court err by finding a violation of the PRA and

imposing penalties for two records (a DSHS foster care/adoption manual,

and an investigative protocols document for Pierce County) that were not

requested in either public record request filed by Plaintiffs attorneys?
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Assignments of Error 2, 6, 8, 9, 10.)

5. Did the trial court err by finding a violation of the PRA and

imposing penalties for the Department's failure to provide a privilege log

when no records were withheld? (Assignments of Error 3, 7, 8, 9, 10.)

6. Did the trial court err by treating the records requests as

discovery requests and applying poorly articulated discovery standards to

assess the Department's compliance with the applicable statutes,

RCW 42.56 and RCW 13.50, rather than applying the language of the

statutes and the published appellate decisions interpreting those statutes?

Assignments of Error 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10.)

7. Did the trial court err by ordering penalties of $ 100 per day,

totaling $287,800.00, where (1) the Department fully complied with the

PRA by timely providing thousands of pages of records in response to two

records requests; (2) the single record the Department inadvertently failed

initially to produce is not subject to the PRA—it is confidential and may

be disclosed only under RCW 13.50—and where the Department sua

sponte corrected its oversight and provided that record before the plaintiff

commenced this untimely PRA action; and (3) even if there had been

noncompliance with the PRA, the superior court abused its discretion by

failing to fully and fairly consider and apply the Yousoufian factors in

calculating the penalty. (Assignments of Error 9, 10.)
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8. Did the trial court abuse its discretion by awarding attorney

fees of $346,000, corresponding to as much as $1,000 per hour, without

adequate documentation in the record, without giving the Department a

fair opportunity to respond to the documentation provided to the trial

court, and without adequate justification for applying an unwarranted

lodestar multiplier? (Assignments of Error 9, 11.)

9. Did the trial court abuse its discretion by including

impermissible expenditures as part of its award of $16,096.87 in litigation

costs? (Assignments of Error 9, 12.)

I IF- INO I NO ILI,

ULK"AzlmffMiff

On March 26, 2007, the Department's South Bend Children's

Administration field office received a letter from Carter Hick "on behalf

of Amber Wright as her lawyer" requesting a copy of her "entire DSHS

file." RP at 88 (Aug. 31, 201 Ex. I at 1.3 The letter was processed by

Diane Fuller, a supervisor and social worker. RP at 88 (Aug. 31, 201

On March 30, 2007, within five business days, Ms. Fuller

responded in writing to Mr. Hick, informing him (1) that he needed to

provide a release of information signed by his client to obtain the

Children's Administration file for Ms. Wright; (2) that once the release

3 A copy of the 2007 records request is attached as Appendix C.
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was provided, he would " receive the requested information under

RCW 13.50"; and (3) that the entire file was five volumes and processing

would take approximately 60 days. RP at 89-91 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 202.

Ms. Fuller faxed him the authorization form with her response. Ex. 202.

On May 7, 2007, Ms. Fuller received a letter from Mr. Hick that

included a signed authorization and confirmed that he was requesting

Amber's entire DSHS file." RP at 91-92 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 203 at 1.

The next day she sent Mr. Hick a letter acknowledging receipt of

Ms. Wright's authorization and confirming that he was requesting records

only from Children's Administration, and not from other administrations

in the Department. Ex. 204. Mr. Hick never contacted Ms. Fuller to

indicate that he wanted any records other than Ms. Wright's Children's

Administration file. RP at 94 (Aug. 31, 2011).

On June 1, 2007, the Department sent Mr. Hick a copy of

Ms. Wright's Children's Administration file (approximately 2,200 pages).

RP at 94-95 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 205. In a cover letter, Ms. Fuller

indicated which records were withheld and briefly explained why they

were withheld. RP at 94-95 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 205. She received no

further communication from Mr. Hick. RP at 97 (Aug. 31, 2011).

On May 20, 2008, the Department received a seven-page records
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request from David Moody, as attorney for Ms. Wright. RP at 106

Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 206. The request stated it was made "[p]ursuant to

RCW 42.56 et seq. and RCW 13.50 et seq." Ex. 206. The request

included signed authorizations to release protected information. Ex. 206.

All of the categories of records requested in the lengthy request were for

records involving Ms. Wright and her father, David Wright. Ex. 206.

On May 28, 2008, within five business days, 
6

Susan Muggoch, the

Children's Administration Public Disclosure Supervisor at the time, sent

Mr. Moody a letter acknowledging receipt of the request for records.

RP at 107-08 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 207. She also explained the statutory

authority for producing the confidential records:

Ex. 207 at 1. The letter estimated the records would be produced within

120 business days and stated the request was being forwarded to other

administrations within the Department that might have responsive records.

4 A copy of the 2008 records request is attached as Appendix D. This is Ex. 206
at t-7 (the signed authorizations in Ex. 206 at 8-15 are not part of Appendix D).

5 RCW 42.56 is the Public Records Act. RCW 13.50 addresses the "keeping
and release of records by juvenile justice and care agencies."

6

May 28, 2008 was the fifth business day after the May 20th request because
Monday, May 26, 2008 was a federal and state holiday (Memorial Day).
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RP at 108-09 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 207 at 1. The request in fact was

forwarded. RP at 109-10 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 208 at 1, 19.

On June 10, 2008, unhappy with the time estimate provided by the

Department, Mr. Moody sent a letter threatening a lawsuit if all documents

Ex. 209. Ms. Muggoch responded on June 20, 2008, explaining the

reasons for the time estimate provided on this large request. RP at 112

Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 210.

On July 24, 2008 ( 45 business days after the initial records

request), Kristal Wiitala, the Department's Public Disclosure and Privacy

Officer, provided 68 pages of responsive documents to Mr. Moody.

RP at 103, 115-16 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 211. Her cover letter explained

Children's Administration, which will respond separately." Ex. 211. One

additional page was located and produced in a second installment on

July 31, 2008, with a cover letter stating, "[t]bis mailing completes the

response to your request from parts of DSHS other than the Children's

Administration." RP at 117 (Aug. 31, 2011). The Department provided

these two record installments to comply with the PRA. RP at 118

7 On July 1, 2008, Ms. Wright filed a public records lawsuit against the
Department regarding the March 20, 2008 request, but she moved for voluntary dismissal
on April 22, 2009, and that lawsuit was dismissed. RP at 113 (Aug. 31, 2011); CP at 9.
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Aug. 31, 2011).

On October 30, 2008, Children's Administration responded

separately to Mr. Moody's 2008 request by releasing 2,864 pages relating

to Amber Wright's child welfare files. RP at 150-51 (Aug. 31, 2011);

Ex. 213. Unlike the records provided by Ms. Wiitala, these records are

Public Disclosure Coordinator, explained in a cover letter that the records

Ex. 213.'

Children's Administration sent a second and final installment of

552 pages to Mr. Moody on November 14, 2008, which consisted of the

Children's Administration's electronic record for Ms. Wright.

RP at 152-53 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 214. This final installment also

included a cover letter from Ms. McPherson explaining that the records

were provided pursuant to RCW 13.50.100. Ex. 214. Thus, a total 3,416

pages of Amber Wright's child welfare records were provided to

Mr. Moody by November 14, 2008, within the 120 business day estimate

originally provided by the Department. See Exs. 207 at 1, 213, 214.

8 This production included the five volumes previously produced in response to
Ms. Wright's 2007 request, plus additional records that had been assembled in the
intervening time. CP at 160,

9 Barbara McPherson testified that this final installment continued from the

numbering sequence in the prior installment, and the correct numbering for this final
installment was 2865 to 3416. RP at 153-54 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 214.



None of the installments from Children's Administration that

responded to Ms. Wright's 2007 and 2008 record requests included any of

the four records that are the subject of this appeal.

C. The Four Records That Are The Subject Of This Public
Records Act Lawsuit

The four records at issue in this PRA lawsuit were provided to

Mr. Moody after the Department completed its responses to the 2007 and

2008 record requests, and before this PRA lawsuit was filed on April 6,

2010. See Exs. 5, 6, 215; CP at 1.

In November 2009, Children's Administration discovered that an

audio CD in the back of Amber Wright's file had not been copied and

provided to Mr. Moody. RP at 155-56 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 215. The CD

contained a recorded interview of Ms. Wright in November 2005, when

she was a minor, as part of an abuse investigation. See Exs. 4, 215.

Children's Administration had the recorded child interview copied

and—as a courtesy to Mr. Moody—also had it transcribed. The

transcription was created in December 2009 and did not exist at the time

of either the 2007 or the 2008 record requests. RP at 135, 156

Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 215. Ms. McPherson sent Mr. Moody copies of the

CD and transcription on December 11, 2009. RP at 155-57 (Aug. 31,
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2011); Ex. 215. The cover letter apologized for the delay, explaining that

the recorded child interview had just been found and transcribed and that

the copies were being provided pursuant to RCW 13.50. 100. Ex. 215.

Separate from this PRA lawsuit, Ms. Wright filed a tort action

against the Department in federal court. Ex. 230 at 2. Responding to a

request from Marty McLean (an associate of Mr. Moody) in that case,

assistant attorney general John Mclihenny sent Mr. Moody a letter on

March 4, 2010, that included a copy of the "DSHS Foster/Adoption

PRIDE Manual." RP at 60 (Aug. 31, 2011); Exs. 5 and 6.

The 2007 and 2008 requests for records asked for Amber Wright's

Children's Administration file and for other documents specifically related

to Ms. Wright or her father. Exs. 1, 206 at 1-7. This PRIDE Manual is

not a part of Amber Wright's Children's Administration file and is not

specific to her; the PRIDE Manual is a Department training manual for

foster parents and potential adoptive parents. RP at 96, 159

Aug. 31, 2011); CP at 709-10. It is not related to any particular person.' 
2

10 U.S. District Court, W.D. Wash. at Tacoma, Cause No. C09-5126RJB.
Ex. 230 at 2. Mr. Moody represents Ms. Wright in that case. CP at 15.

11 Mr. Mcllhenny represented the Department in the federal case. He has never
represented the Department in this PRA lawsuit; the assistant attorney general
representing the Department in this matter has always been John Clark. CP at 708-09.

12 The 678 page PRIDE Manual was developed by the Child Welfare League of
America and Illinois Department of Children and Family Services. CP at 710, 719-22.
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Accordingly, the Department did not consider the PRIDE Manual

responsive to the 2007 or 2008 requests for records. RP at 159-60

Aug. 31, 2011). It was never produced in response to either records

On March 16, 2010, Mr. McIlhenny sent Mr. Moody a letter

providing supplemental discovery in the federal tort action. Ex. 5 at 1.

The supplemental discovery included a 57-page Investigative Protocols

document for Pierce County, Washington. Ex. 5 at 3.

Like the PRIDE manual, this Investigative Protocols document is

not a part of Amber Wright's Children's Administration file and is not

specific to her. RP at 96-97, 159 (Aug. 31, 2011); Ex. 5 (generally at 2 to

59); CP at 709. Instead, this document establishes joint protocols with

Pierce County law enforcement for investigating sexual and physical child

abuse. Ex. 5 at 2-59; CP at 709. Like the PRIDE Manual, it is not related

not consider the Investigative Protocols document responsive to the 2007

or 2008 requests for records. RP at 159 (Aug. 31, 2011). It was never

produced in response to either request. Ex. 5 at 1; CP at 709.

D. Procedural History

Ms. Wright filed this PRA lawsuit on April 6, 2010. CP at 1. The
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only cause of action is alleged violations of the PRA under "RCW 42.56 et

seq." 
13

CP at 5. She did not file an action seeking her child welfare

records in juvenile court or claim any right under RCW 13.50. CP at 1, 5.

In January 2011, the Department filed two motions for partial

summary judgment, asking in relevant part that the trial court dismiss all

records from this PRA lawsuit that are governed by RCW 13.50, and

asking that the case be dismissed because it is time-barred by the PRA

statute of limitations. CP at 38, 56. The trial court denied both motions

on April 29, 2011. CP 165, 167, and 376 -78; RP at 20 (Apr. 29, 2011).

Despite extensive briefing on the legal standards at issue, 
14

the trial court

apparently perceived the case as a "discovery" dispute, and mistakenly

thought that denying the department's motion would send Ms. Wright's

case to Judge Buckner for a trial on Ms. Wright's negligence civil lawsuit.

RP at 20 (Apr. 29, 2011). After explaining that a trial on the alleged

PRA violations would be needed, the Department's attorney asked for

13 The case was reassigned to Judge Frederick Fleming on May 24, 2010.
14 Se(,CP at 38-54.
is

Judge Buckner is in Pierce County Superior Court, and Ms. Wright's counsel
stated that a civil lawsuit was pending in her court. RP at 6 (Apr. 29, 2011).

15



MR. CLARK: And just so we're clear. I'll have to

bring the same arguments. Can the Court give any
indication as to the 13.50 issues, why these' 6 are not

controlled by that statute?

THE COURT: Yeah. Because I don't think it's fair.

RP at 21 (Apr. 29, 2011). That was the trial court's sole legal explanation

for its summary judgment rulings.

A trial, before Judge Fleming, to determine whether the

Department violated the PRA commenced on August 31, 2011. CP al

565-567. Ms. Wright claimed the Department violated the PRA by not

timely providing the four records described above in response to her 2007

and 2008 requests. RP at 17-18, 20 (Aug. 31, 2011); RP at 10 (Sep, 1,

2011). The Department responded that the recorded child interview and

transcription are child welfare records that are strictly governed by

Investigative Protocols document were not responsive to the 2007 and

2008 requests. RP at 122-24, 159-60 (Aug. 31, 2011).

During the Department's opening statement, the trial court

interrupted numerous times, describing this case as a "discovery" dispute.

See, e.g., RP at 29-30, 32, 34 (Aug. 31, 2011). For example, when the

Department explained that two of the disputed documents were not in

16 The word "these" is in reference to Amber Wright's child welfare records.
17 Ms. Wright's counsel referred to and handed the trial judge then- proposed

findings of fact and conclusions of law that were ultimately signed by the trial court.
18 More extended excerpts of RP (Aug. 31, 2011) are attached as Appendix E.
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Ms. Wright's file and were never requested, the following exchange

ffmm
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RP at 35-36 (Aug. 31, 2011). The trial court then asked if the Department

would be showing it was not negligent in putting Ms. Wright "back in the

home time after time" and indicated he had already concluded the

Department must be at fault in her negligence case. RP at 37, 38

Aug. 31, 2011). The Department responded:

MR. CLARK: With all due respect, we will ask the
Court to focus on the public records processing and not the
allegation --

RP at 38 (Aug. 31, 2011).

Ms. Wright presented only one witness, Katherine Kent, a family

law attorney, former Department social worker, and the standard of care

expert in Ms. Wright's separate negligence case against the Department.

RP at 41, 43, 49 (Aug. 31, 2011). Ms. Kent offered very little on whether

the recorded child interview was governed by RCW 13.50. RP at 49

Aug. 31, 2011). On cross examination, she did admit that the PRIDE

19 Because Ms. Wright did not file a trial brief in this case, Ms. Kent's testimony
was the centerpiece of Ms. Wright's argument regarding RCW 13.50. In contrast, the
Department filed a trial brief with substantial briefing, supported by relevant appellate
precedent, on how RCW 13.50.100 governs the recorded child interview. CP at 544-550.
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Manual and Investigative Protocol documents would not be kept in child

case files. RP at 84 (Aug. 31, 2011).

On direct examination, Ms. Wright's attorney asked Ms. Kent

whether the Investigation Protocols document would have been helpful to

Ms. Wright's negligence case. RP at 64 (Aug. 31, 2011). When the

Department made a relevance objection, the following exchange occurred:

THE COURT: I need to ask why that wouldn't be
relevant in the discovery case where they're seeking to
recover under the tort claim. I don't understand your
objection of relevance. You think if you were trying that
case that wouldn't be relevant?

MR. CLARK: I think that's a good question you pose,
your honor. I would add again this is not a discovery case,
it is a public records case.

THE COURT: You know, it is a discovery case.
You're alleged to have not disclosed the discovery that's
necessary in a tort claim. And in order to determine that
you have to know what it is about.

RP at 65 (Aug. 31, 2011).

During closing argument the following day, the trial court

continued to insist this was a discovery case:

MR. CLARK: We would argue it's not a discovery
request, it is a request for public records.

20 The Department's three witnesses, Dianne Fuller, Kristal Wiitala, and Barbara
McPherson, testified about how the 2007 and 2008 requests were processed. Their

testimony is summarized in the factual background above. Both Ms. Fuller and

Ms. McPherson testified that the PRIDE Manual and Investigation Protocols document
were not kept in Ms. Wright's Children's Administration file. RP at 96-97, 159 (Aug. 31,
2011). Ms. Wiitala and Ms. McPherson testified that the 2008 request did not ask for the
PRIDE Manual and Investigative Protocols document. RP at 123, 159 (Aug. 31, 2011).
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THE COURT: See, that's where you're starting off, in
my opinion, representing your client on the wrong foot.
What was the basis for this request? It is a trial and what
do you do in trials? You send out interrogatories, you take
depositions, what is all that categorized as? Discovery.

RP at 17 (Sep. 1, 2011). A few minutes later the trial court again

interrupted the Department's closing statement:

RP at 17 (Sep. 1, 2011). When the Department attempted to explain the

appellate court's precedent distinguishing RCW 13.50 from the PRA, the

trial judge asserted this "discovery" case could have been avoided if "the

lawyers would have got together for this discovery and worked out

protection orders[.]" RP at 31 (Sep. 1, 201 1).22

At the end of the trial the court signed Ms. Wright's proposed

order without any substantive modification. RP at 57 (Sep. 1, 2011);

CP at 565-67. The only explanation or legal analysis the trial court

provided was the following:

THE COURT: I'm finding, as I've indicated I think

21 More extended excerpts of RP (Sep. 1, 2011) are attached as Appendix F.
22 The Department's counsel responded that protective orders are irrelevant to

the three documents because there was a signed authorization for the recorded child
interview, and the other two records would be released to the public upon request without
a protective order. RP at 32 (Sep. 1, 2011).
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RP at 57 (Sep. 1, 201

On November 18, 201 the trial court heard Ms. Wright's petition

for PRA penalties, attorney's fees, and costs. See RP at 1-49 (Nov. 18,

201 Ms. Wright's petition relied on the trial judge's "obstruction of

justice" statement as support for finding bad faith, and provided a single

page of briefing on the penalty factors set out in Yousoqfian v. Office of

Ron Sims, 168 Wn.2d 444, 471, 229 P.3d 735, 749 (2010); CP at 575,

NNNH

Ms. Wright asked for a per record penalty for each of the disputed

records at $100 per day, with the recorded child interview and transcript

penalized separately for the two requests, for a total PRA penalty of

287 '800.21 CP at 585, 632. She also asked for $346,000 in attorney fees,

which included a 2x lodestar multiplier, and $16,096.87 in costs. CP at

585-586, 662, 664, 667, 735.

23 MS. Wright thus requested (and received) $200 per day penalties for the
recorded child interview and transcript for the period from May 20, 2008 (date of 2008
request) to December 11, 2009 (date provided). See CP at 632.

24 MS. Wright's petition listed the total hours spent by each of her four attorneys
on this case, but provided no breakdown or billing summary of the attorney work
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The Department raised several legal arguments against

Ms. Wright's proposed penalty scheme, and provided extensive briefing

on the Yousoqfian factors, supported by declarations from Kristal Wiitala

and Barbara McPherson. CP at 671-87, 694, 706. In oral argument, the

Department reviewed the evidence, showed how it is "not a fact pattern

for bad faith," and asked the trial court "to move away from its statement

of an obstruction ofjustice." RP at 16 (Nov. 18, 2011).

At the end of the hearing the trial court again provided very little

legal analysis, instead repeating its conclusion that the Department

obstructed justice in its attempt to comply with the statutes:

RP at 45 (Nov. 18, 2011). The court signed Ms. Wright's proposed

judgment without modification, awarding a total judgment of $649,896.87.

expended on this case. See CP at 662, 667. Ms. Wright did provide a detailed attorney
fee billing summary with her reply brief, the trial court denied the Department's request
for an opportunity to provide a written response to the court on the detailed billing
summary. CP at 754-65, 780-84; RP at 24 (Nov. 18, 2011).

25 Without conceding any violation of the PRA, the Department asked the trial
court to (1) not apply a double penalty to the recorded child interview from May, 20,
2008 forward; (2) treat the PRIDE Manual and Investigation Protocols document as a
single record category; (3) reduce the penalty periods to the actual number of days
Ms. Wright did not receive the records; (4) not penalize the Department for the audio
recording transcription, which was created after the requests for records; and (5) not
aggravate the penalty for not providing a privilege log. CP at 672-84.
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RP at 44-46 (Nov. 18, 2011); CP at 785-88. The Department filed an

appeal and notice of supersedeas to stay the judgment. CP at 789-803.

Questions of law, including an agency's obligations under the

PRA, are reviewed de novo. ONeill v. City qf'Shoreline, 170 Wn.2d 138,

145, 270 P.3d 1149 (2010). When construing the PRA, this court "look[s]

at the act in its entirety in order to enforce the law's overall purpose."

A trial court's findings of fact based on a testimonial record are

reviewed for substantial evidence; to survive scrutiny, findings must be

supported by substantial evidence. Zink v City of Mesa, 140 Wn. App.

328, 337, 166 P.3d 738 (2007), review denied, 162 Wn.2d 1014 (2008).

A trial court's determination of daily penalties under the PRA is

reviewed for abuse of discretion. Yousoqflan v. Qffice of Ron Sims,

152 Wn.2d 421, 431, 98 P.3d 463 ( 2005). A trial court's decision

regarding the amount of an award of attorney's fees and costs is also

reviewed for abuse of discretion. Sanders v State, 169 Wn.2d 827, 866,

240 P.3d 120, 140 (2010). "A trial court abuses its discretion when it

makes a decision that is manifestly unreasonable or based on untenable
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reasons." Yousoifflan, 168 Wn.2d at 471, quoting Mayer v. Sto Indus.,

Inc., 156 Wn.2d 677, 684, 132 P.3d 115 (2006). A trial court's decision is

manifestly unreasonable if it takes a view no reasonable person would

take. Yousoufian, 168 Wn.2d at 471. A decision rests on untenable

reasons if it is the result of an incorrect standard or facts that do not meet

the correct standard. Yousouflan, 168 Wn.2d at 471, quoting In re

Marriage qfLittlefield, 133 Wn.2d 39, 47, 940 P.2d 1362 (1997).

B. This Litigation Was Filed After The Statute Of Limitations
Ran And Should Have Been Dismissed At The Outset (Issue 1)

Four records are at issue here. As explained fully in the next

section, two of the records (the recorded interview and transcription) are

not discloseable under the PRA, because their confidentiality and

discloseability are determined solely by RCW 13.50. The PRA does not

apply to them. Therefore, there can be no action under the PRA to compel

their disclosure or seek a remedy. Any action to compel nondisclosure of

records under RCW 13.50 must be brought in juvenile court under that

chapter. This case was not brought in juvenile court, was not brought

under RCW 13.50, and the confidentiality or discloseability of those two

records therefore was not before the superior court. Accordingly, there

could be no PRA violation or penalty assessed with respect to these two

records.
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The other two records (the PRIDE Manual and the Investigative

Protocols document) are discloseable under the PRA, but only if

requested. 
26

Regardless of whether these two documents were requested,

the statute of limitations on the 2007 request began to run on June 1, 2007,

when the Department completed its response to that request. See Ex. 205.

RCW 42.56.550 provides, in pertinent part, that "[a]ctions under

this section must be filed within one year of the agency's claim of

exemption or the last production of a record on a partial or installment

basis." RCW 42.56.550(6). Thus, because the PRA provides for a one

year statute of limitations within which a party must bring an action, or be

forever barred, the statutory deadline for challenging the response to the

2007 request was June 1, 2008. Since Ms. Wright filed this PRA lawsuit

on April 6, 2010, she missed the limitations period by 674 days

approximately 22 months). See CP at 1.

Alternatively, since the 2007 request was for records governed by

RCW 13.50.100 instead of the PRA, the "catch-all" two year statute of

limitations under RCW 4.16.130 applies to that request, her limitations

period ran on June 1, 2009, and her lawsuit was 309 days late
z7

See

26 As explained below, neither were requested in either the 2007 or 2008 request.
27 When the Department argued in closing argument that claims involving the

2007 request were time-barred, the court responded:
THE COURT: So if you delay and obstruct long enough, the

statute of limitations come into play and you're out, I don't think so.
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Johnson v. State Dep't of Corr., 164 Wn. App. 769, 778, 265 P.3d 216

2011) (court "need not choose whether RCW 42.56.550(6)'sone-year

statute of limitations or RCW 4.16.130's two-year ' catch-all' statute of

limitations applies" if action not filed within the longer period).

With regard to the 2008 request, the statute of limitations began to

run on July 31, 2008, when Ms. Wiitala provided all non-child welfare

records. Ms. Wiitala's first installment was provided on July 24, 2008,

and her second and final installment under the PRA was provided on

July 31, 2008. Exs. 211, 221. Thus, Ms. Wright had to file this PRA

lawsuit by July 31, 2009, and she was 249 days late. Even if the

installments of Ms. Wright's child welfare file are considered PRA

installments, Ms. McPherson provided the second and final Children's

Administration installment on November 14, 2008, which means

Ms. Wright missed the November 14, 2009 one year filing deadline by

143 days. Exs. 213, 214

This PRA action was time-barred and must be dismissed. Johnson,

164 Wn. App. at 779-80. The trial court's orders should all be vacated.

Under RCW 13.50, the recording and transcription of Amber

RP at 19-20 (Sep. 1, 2011).
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Wright's child interview are confidential and the Department may release

them only as specifically provided in RCW 13.50.100. They are not

subject to the PRA's disclosure provisions.

The requirements of RCW 13.50 apply "to all juvenile justice or

care agency records created on or after July 1, 1978." RCW 13.50.250.

Juvenile justice or care agency" is defined to include the Department and

records" is defined as the "official juvenile court file, the social file, and

records of any other juvenile justice or care agency in the case[.]"

RCW 13.50.010(1)(a), (1)(c). Thus, the contents of Ms. Wright's juvenile

case file held by the Department's Children's Administration, including

the recorded child interview and its transcription, are records of a juvenile

justice or care agency subject to RCW 13.50.

RCW 13.50.100 governs the protection and release of all records

regulated by RCW 13.50, other than records relating to the commission of

juvenile offenses. 
28 "

Records covered by this section shall be confidential

and shall be released only pursuant to this section and RCW 13.50.010."

Although the public does not have access to them, a juvenile or a

juvenile's attorney "shall, upon request, be given access to all records and

information collected or retained by a juvenile justice or care agency

28 Records relating to the commission of juvenile offenses are governed by
RCW 13.50.050.
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which pertain to the juvenile[.]" RCW 13.50.100(7) . The Department

consistently explained to Ms. Wright's attorneys that the processing and

release of Ms. Wright's Children's Administration file is governed by

RCW 13.50. See Exs. 202, 207 at 1, 213, 214, 215. If Ms. Wright or her

attorneys believed she was denied access to the recorded child interview,

they were required to comply with the exclusive process set forth in

RCW 13.50.100(8). They did not follow this procedure, instead filing an

action in superior court solely claiming violations of the PRA.

This Court recognized that RCW 13.50 provides the exclusive

procedure for obtaining such records in Deer v. Dep't ofSocial & Health

Sews., 122 Wn. App. 84, 88, 93 P.3d 195 (2004), a case involving a PRA

request for Child Protective Services records held by the Department.

This Court held that RCW 13.50 qualifies as an "other statute" under

former RCW 42.17.260(1) (now codified at RCW 42.56.070(l)) because

the protections of RCW 13.50 are consistent with the PRA's purpose of

29 The statute includes exceptions that are not relevant to this appeal.
RCW 13.50.100(7)(a)-(c).
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exempting from its purview only those "public records most capable of

causing substantial damage to the privacy rights of citizens." Deer,

122 Wn. App. at 91, quoting Linistrom v. Ladenburg, 136 Wn.2d 595,

607, 963 P.2d 869 (1998). The Court explained that RCW 13.50 contains

an alternative means of requesting and seeking juvenile records that

balances and protects the privacy needs of the juvenile and his or her

family and that is not in conflict with the PRA. Deer, 122 Wn. App. at 92.

Citing the language in RCW 13.50.100(2), this Court held:

This language not only provides for a means of obtaining
access to the juvenile records, it also makes clear that this
method is the exclusive means of obtaining juvenile justice
and care records. A parent or person included in the
records who has been denied access to these records "may
file a motion in juvenile court requesting access to the
records.

Deer, 122 Wn. App. at 92-93 (emphasis added). The Court summarized

its holding as follows, in pertinent part:

Id., at 94.

This Court further recognized that RCW 13.50 is the exclusive

method for obtaining penalties if a child welfare record is not provided. In
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mother made a request to the Department for all records regarding herself

and her daughter following a dependency guardianship hearing. K.B.,

150 Wn. App. at 916. When KB's mother did not receive the records, she

filed a motion requesting access to records, attorney fees, and a daily fine

of $100 for each day her requests were not fulfilled. -1d., at 917. The trial

court denied her motion, and KB's mother appealed. Id., at 917-18. On

appeal, KB's mother argued that the PRA allowed her to obtain penalties

The mother agreed that RCW 13.50 provided the exclusive process

for obtaining the Department records, but she argued that sanctions for

wrongful nondisclosure of records should include those allowed under the

PRA. KB., 150 Wn. App. at 920, 922. This Court disagreed, explaining

that "RCW 13.50.100 contains two remedial provisions which apply when

DSHS fails to provide requested records, RCW 13.50.100(8) and (10)."

K.B., 150 Wn. App. at 921. The Court reasoned that "[i]f the legislature

had intended to provide PRA sanctions in cases in which DSHS

wrongfully denies access to chapter 13.50 RCW records, then it would

30 In K.B., as in the present case, RCW 13.50.100(10) applies because no agency
determination was made under RCW 13.50.100(7). See In re K.B., 50 Wn. App. at 921.
This Court explained that RCW 13.50. 100 virtually mirrors RCW 42.56.550(4) because it
provides for attorney fees, costs, and other sanctions when the Department wrongfully
denies a records request. In re K.B., 50 Wn. App. at 923. RCW 13,50, 1 00(l 0) authorizes
a prevailing party to obtain attorneys' fees, costs, and "an amount not less than five
dollars and not more than one hundred dollars for each day the records were wrongfully
denied."
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have specified this in RCW 13.50.100(10)." KB., 150 Wn. App. at 923.

The Court refused to allow any penalties and fees under the PRA.

Id., at 924.

Applying the plain language of RCW 13.50, as interpreted by this

Court in Deer and K.B., Ms. Wright was required to follow the exclusive

process in RCW 13.50.100 to address her claim that she was delayed

access to the recorded child interview in her Children's Administration

file. She cannot obtain relief by filing a PRA lawsuit in superior court.

The trial court in this case flatly refused to apply RCW 13.50. 100.

When denying summary judgment, the trial court explained its refusal as:

b]ecause I don't think it's fair." RP at 21 ( April 29, 2011). In the

Department's opening statement at trial, when the Department tried to

explain how RCW 13.50.100 protects records, the trial court accused the

Department of "hiding behind" RCW 13.50, which it believed "was not

lawful." RP at 31 (Aug. 31, 2011). The trial court repeated its accusation

a few minutes later: "[Y]ou can't bide behind some esoteric definition

Linder Title 13 or Title 42.56." RP at 35 (Aug. 31, 2011).

The Department made one last attempt at the RCW 13.50.100

argument during closing argument at trial. Instead of addressing the

statute's application, the trial court responded with a statement about the

importance of jury trials and said "when you can't trust the executive
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branch of your government to follow what's inherent in a jury trial, we've

got real problems." RP at 30-31 (Sep. 1, 2011).

The trial court erred in refusing to apply RCW 13.50.100 to the

recorded child interview. This Court should hold that the release of the

recorded child interview from Ms. Wright's Children's Administration file

and the later transcription of that interview is exclusively governed by

RCW 13.50.100, that this case was not filed pursuant to the exclusive

process provided in RCW 13.50.100, that the trial court erred by finding

violations under the PRA, that Ms. Wright is not entitled to any remedy

under the PRA for these records, and vacate the trial court's award of

penalties, fees and costs Linder the PRA for these records.

In addition, that the transcription was not in existence at the time

the relevant requests were filed constitutes a separate ground for reversing

and vacating the PRA penalty imposed by the trial court for the transcript.

Building Indus. Ass'n qf'Wash. v. McCarthy, 152 Wn. App. 720, 734, 218

P.3d 196 (2009) (an agency has no duty under the PRA to create or

produce a record that does not exist at the time of a public record request);

accord Zink v. City ofMesa, 162 Wn. App. 688, 718, 256 P.3d 384 (2011).

D. The PRIDE Manual And The Investigation Protocols

Document Were Not Requested In Either Records Request;
The PRA Does Not Require The Department To Provide
Records That Were Not Requested (Issues 4, 6)
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The PRA does not require agencies to be mindreaders.

Bonamy v. City of Seattle, 92 Wn. App. 403, 409, 960 P.2d 447 (1998),

review denied, 137 Wn. 2d 1012 (1999). The PRA thus requires agencies

to respond to requests only for " identifiable public records." See

90 P.3d 26 (2003). A request must be stated with sufficient clarity to give

the agency fair notice that it had received a request for specific records.

See Wood v. Lowe, 102 Wn. App. 872, 878, 10 P.3d 494 (2000) (an

identifiable public record is one in which the requester has given "a

reasonable description enabling the government employee to locate the

requested records")

Here, the trial court erred as a matter of law by not applying the

identifiable public records" standard in RCW 42.56.080. As described

above, at pages 16-20, the trial court repeatedly and consistently applied a

vague "discovery standard," instead of the statutory standard. The trial

court interrupted the Department's opening statement multiple times to

state that it considered this case to be a discovery dispute. See, e.g., RP at

29-30, 32, 34, 35-36 (Aug. 31, 2011). The trial court consistently

referenced discovery standards during testimony. See, e.g., RP at 64-65

Aug. 31, 2011). During closing argument, the trial court continued to

assert its belief that this case is a discovery case. See, e.g., RP at 16-17,
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31-32 (Sep. 1, 2011). Even at closing argument in the penalty hearing, the

trial court treated this case as a discovery case:

RP at 33 (Nov. 18, 2011).

The trial court erred in repeatedly focusing on a broad discovery

principle instead of focusing on whether language in Ms. Wright's

requests actually identified a category of records that includes these two

2BAMORMIM

Neither the 2007 nor the 2008 records requests asked for the

PRIDE Manual or the Investigation Protocols document. The PRIDE

Manual is a Department-wide training manual for foster parents and

potential adoptive parents. RP at 159 (Aug. 31, 2011); CP at 710, 719-22.

The Investigations Protocol document is a detailed agreement with Pierce

County entities and law enforcement establishing protocols for

investigating sexual and physical child abuse. Ex. 5 (generally at 2 to 59).

The 2007 request from Mr. Hick asked for "a copy of her entire

DSHS file." Ex. 203 (attached as Appendix A to this brief). As explained

above, Ms. Fuller confirmed by letter that the request was only for
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Ms. Wright's Children Administration file, and the testimony at trial

confirmed that the PRIDE Manual and Investigation Protocols document

are not specific to any person and are not part of Ms. Wright's file.

The 2008 request, although long and detailed, also did not ask for

the PRIDE Manual or the Investigation Protocols document. Ex. 206

Appendix B of this brief). The request is in four parts, all focusing on

documents related specifically to Amber Wright or her father. 
31

There is nothing in the orders issued by the trial court that

references the language of the requests, nor is there any indication the trial

court examined that language. Indeed, it appears that the briefing and

testimony offered on behalf of Ms. Wright sought to avoid that language.

3 ' The first part asks for documents already produced to any person regarding
Amber Wright or her father. Ex. 206 at 1.

The second part asks for documents related to complaints reported to and
investigated by the Department. Ex. 206 at 2. Mr. Moody requested copies of
documents "regarding the Department's CPS history as it relates to Amber Wright and/or
David Wright" and other documents "regarding" or "relating to" Amber Wright or her
father, Ex. 206 at 2, 5 (11 1, 14). The second part also includes twelve separate and
numbered Child Protective Services referral matters, providing a CPS ID number and
date for each referral. Ex. 206 at 2-5 (112-13). Each of these twelve separate requests
for CPS referral records contained language specifically referencing "reports, compliance
agreements, revocation letters, etc.," all of which are examples of documents that are
specific to the CPS referral in Ms. Wright's file.

The third part asks for the "Department's Files of Amber Wright." Ex. 206 at 6.
While it requests "any and all documents related in any manner whatsoever to the
Department's files as they relate to Amber Wright," that request is clarified by four
enurnerated sentences referring to assessments, service plans, medical and counseling
records, and sexual assault examinations and records relating to Ms. Wright. Ex. 206 at
6.

The fourth part asks for other documents related to Ms. Wright or her father.
Ex. 206 at 6-7.
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The request language is not accurately quoted in any pleading filed by

Ms. Wright. See, e.g., Ms. Wright's petition for PRA penalties and fees.

CP at 574-78. The request language also was not mentioned in

Ms. Wright's closing argument. See RP at 1 -12 (Sep. 1, 2011).

When the Department asked Ms. Wright's only witness at trial,

Ms. Kent, about the language in the 2007 request, she testified that it

asked " for all records pertaining to Ms. Wright" and then said the

Investigative Protocols document was "relevant" to Amber's case. RP at

interrupted:

RP at 83 (Aug. 31, 2011). However, Ms. Kent later testified the 2007

32 The trial court consistently referred to the relevancy standard in discovery,
rather than the statutory requirements in the PRA. For example, when Ms. Wiitala was
asked about the language used in the records requests, the trial court interrupted again:

THE COURT: Let me tell you something, I'm not buying
that, that it has to be so specific. That's just not justice. If you don't
mention protocols or manuals you don't get it. You know, that's really
distasteful.

MR. CLARK: Any I still permitted to ask my witness the
questions about that?

THE COURT: You can ask all the questions you want, but
anyone looking at this has to understand that you can't be so specific
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request was actually for the DSHS file on Ms. Wright and that the PRIDE

Manual and Investigation Protocols document are not kept in every child's

case file. RP at 84 (Aug. 31, 2011).

Ms. Fuller and Ms. McPherson testified that the PRIDE Manual

and the Investigation Protocols document are not records that would be

stored in a child's DSHS file and are not records specific to Ms. Wright.

RP at 96-97, 159 (Aug. 31, 2011). Ms. Wiitala testified that she read the

2008 request as asking for records relating specifically to Amber Wright

and David Wright, and not for general policies, procedures, manuals, or

protocols. RP at 122 (Aug. 31, 2011). She also testified that she has

received other records requests from Mr. Moody, and that he had asked for

manuals and protocols in other requests, but not in this one. RP at 122-23

The language of both requests asked for records specifically related

to Ms. Wright (and her father in the second request), focusing on various

files involving Ms. Wright. Neither request mentioned general

departmental manuals, protocols, policies, or other similar documents.

The Department did not consider PRIDE Manual and the Investigation

Protocols document responsive to the 2007 or 2008 requests for records.

when you're asking for discovery if you don't say manuals and
protocols and so on. That's just not lawful in my opinion.

RP at 123-24 (Aug. 31, 2011).
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RP at 122-24, 159-60 (Aug. 31, 2011). Given the language of the

requests, the Department's understanding was reasonable. 
33

public records" described in either of Ms. Wright's records requests. In

other words, neither request asked for these two documents and the

Department did not violate the PRA by not providing documents that were

never requested. This Court should reverse the trial court, hold that the

Department did not violate the PRA by not producing these two

documents, and vacate the orders granting PRA remedies.

E. The PRA Does Not Require A Privilege Log Where No
Records Are Withheld (Issue 5)

RCW 42.56.210(3) requires that " an agency withholding or

redacting any record must specify the exemption and give a brief

explanation of how the exemption applies to the document."

RCW 42.56.210(3). Sanders v. State, 169 Wn.2d 827, 846, 240 P.3d 120

2010) (emphasis in original). Exemption logs are needed only where

documents are withheld in their entirety, or where redacted documents

provided to a requester do not properly identify and provide a brief

explanation of the exemption being claimed. See Rental Housing,

165 Wn.2d at 541.

33

Moreover, prior to this litigation Ms. Wright's attorneys never mentioned
these two documents to the Department in the context of their public records requests.
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As the Rental Housing court explained, the purpose of an

exemption log is to provide the requester with a " specific means of

identifying any individual records which are being withheld in their

entirety." Rental Housing, 165 Wn.2d at 538, citing Progressive Animal

Welfare Soc' Y v. Univ. of Wash., 125 Wn.2d 243, 270-71, 884 P.2d 592

1994). Although Rental Housing does require an agency to identify

responsive records that are being withheld in their entirety, it does not

mandate an exemption log for responsive records that are initially missed

due to inadvertent mistake (such as the recorded child interview, if it were

subject to the PRA's provisions rather than those of RCW 13.50), records

that were never identified by the agency as being responsive (such as the

PRIDE Manual and Investigation Protocols document), or records that did

not exist at the time of the request (such as the transcription of the

recorded child interview).

Ms. Wright's suggestion that such documents be on a privilege log

is absurd. If a record is mistakenly missed, the agency would not know to

Aug. 31, 2011). In the case of the recorded child interview in this case,

the agency would never put that document on a privilege log; they would

provide the record as soon as the error is found. RP at 145 (Aug. 31,

2011). Likewise, it would be similarly absurd to require the Department
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to list records that are not requested or that do not exist. The trial court's

findings on this issue were unsupported by substantial evidence, and the

resulting PRA remedies awarded by the trial court should be vacated.

F. The Trial Court Applied Incorrect Standards, Ignored The
Law, And Abused Its Discretion In Determining and Awarding
Penalties Under The PRA (issue 7)34

As explained above, the trial court erred as a matter of law in

awarding penalties where the litigation was barred because it was filed

after the statute of limitations had run. On that basis alone, this Court may

reverse the trial court; vacate its award of penalties, attorney fees, and

costs; and dismiss this action in its entirety.

As also explained above, the Department did not violate the PRA,

on any of the grounds alleged by Ms. Wright and/or adopted by the

superior court. The trial court erred as a matter of law in awarding any

penalties where there was no violation of the PRA.

Even if penalties had been appropriate under the PRA, the trial

court erred as a matter of law and abused its discretion when it used its

own undefined "obstruction of justice" standard, instead of applying the

Yousoqfian factors, and awarded a per-record penalty of $100 per day.

Determining the appropriate per day penalty is within the discretion of the

trial court, and the Washington Supreme Court has set forth sixteen

34 The remaining issues may not need to be addressed if this Court determines
that the prior appeal issues require vacating or reversal of the trial court's orders.
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nonexclusive mitigating and aggravating factors that a trial court may

consider when determining a daily PRA penalty. Yousoqfian, 168 Wn.2d

at 439, 467-68. A strict and singular emphasis on good faith or bad faith

is inadequate to fully consider a PRA penalty determination. Id. at 461.

But that is exactly what the trial court did here.

At the conclusion of both the trial and the penalty hearing, the trial

court referred to this case as an "unbelievable obstruction of justice."

RP at 57 (Sep. 1, 2011); RP at 45 (Nov. 18, 2011). The trial court came

up with this obstruction of justice standard sua sponte. Obstruction of

justice is a crime and is a serious accusation that should not be alleged

lightly. See In re Recall ofLindquist, 172 Wn.2d 120, 137, 258 P.3d 9, 17

2011) (accusation of obstruction of justice is a serious allegation, and

doing so baselessly without knowing the elements justifies an award of

attorney fees). The trial court never did explain why it thought this case

involved an obstruction of justice. 
35

Ms. Wright, in her petition for penalties, relied heavily on the trial

court's "obstruction • justice" standard; acco t

provided less than one page of argument on Yousoqfian aggravating

factors; the argument is comprised of a list of factors and a reference to the

35 At the penalty hearing the Department's counsel asked that the trial court not
use the obstruction of justice standard because it indicates a crime, and because
Ms. Wright never asked for this standard at the trial. RP at 16 (Nov. 18, 2011). The
Department strongly disputes that there was any obstruction.
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privilege log. CP at 575, 579-80. Nevertheless, without providing any

specific details, Ms. Wright's counsel argued at the penalty hearing that

e]ach of the aggravating factors described in the Yousoqfian case apply

to this particular case." RP at 8 (Nov. 18, 2011).

The Department presented the trial court with extensive briefing

and argument on other penalty cases, along with supporting declarations

from Ms. Wiitala and Ms. McPherson on numerous Yousoqfian mitigating

factors, much of which was uncontested. CP at 671-683, 694-700,

706-711; RP at 9-23 (Nov. 18, 2011). However, in applying the maximum

100 per-record daily penalty, the trial court completely discounted all

mitigation evidence. For example, the Department showed that its

employees have substantial PRA training, and that the State Auditor's

Office found the Department to be a top PRA performer in 2008; the trial

court responded, "That in itself is scary to this Court." RP at 18 (Nov. 18,

2011). And in response to the Department's evidence that although the

agency receives some 24,000 record requests per year, it only has about

seven PRA lawsuits per year, the trial court suggested the following:

EVj



RP at 18 (Nov. 18, 2011); CP at 698-99.

Every record at issue in this case was voluntarily provided to

Ms. Wright before this PRA lawsuit was filed. 
16

Exs. 5, 6, 215. This

PRA lawsuit did not cause a single record to be disclosed. The trial

court's oral penalty ruling and resulting judgment completely failed to

articulate the actual facts, evidence, or application of the Yousou anf

factors that support awarding $100 per-record penalties totaling $287,800.

RP at 46 (Nov. 18, 2011); CP at 786.

It was an abuse of discretion for the trial court to award this

penalty based on an undefined obstruction of justice standard instead of

applying the Yousoqfian factors. This Court should vacate the award of

penalties on this basis.

Although the penalty award should be reversed and vacated for the

reasons given above, it should be noted that the trial court also erred as a

matter of law by agreeing to a double penalty (to $200 per day) for the

recorded child interview simply because it had been requested twice.

Under RCW 42.56.550(4), the trial court only had discretion to award a

44person ... an amount not exceed one hundred dollars for each day that

he or she was denied the right to inspect or copy said public record."

Because the trial court awarded a $100 per day penalty for the recorded

36 The PRIDE Manual and Investigation Protocols document were provided in
response to discovery in Ms. Wright's negligence case. Exs. 5, 6.
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child inter for both the 2007 and 2008 requests, Ms. Wright received

a daily penalty of $200 per day for that single record for a period of 570

days ending on December 11, 2009. CP at 632, 787. This violates the

plain language of RCW 42.56.550(4).

G. The Superior Court Committed Legal Error And Abused Its
Discretion In Awarding Attorney Fees And Costs (Issues 8, 9),

As explained above, the superior court erred as a matter of law in

awarding any penalties at all where the litigation was barred because it

was filed after the statute of limitations had run. Failure to timely file a

PRA action also bars an award of attorney fees and costs. On that basis

alone, this Court may reverse the superior court; vacate its award of

penalties, attorney fees, and costs; and dismiss this action in its entirety.

Attorney fees and costs are available only to a prevailing party.

prevailing party. See Lindeman v. Kelso Sch. Dist. No. 458, 162 Wn.2d

196, 172 P.3d 329 (2007) (whether a party is prevailing is a legal question

of whether the records should have been disclosed on request). Because

the Department did not violate the PRA, the trial court erred as a matter of

law in awarding any attorney fees and costs, and this Court should vacate

that award in its entirety.

37 This 570 days is the period from the May 20, 2008 request until the recorded
interview was provided on December 11, 2009. See CP at 632.
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The Department does not concede any violation of the PRA and

does not concede that any attorney fees should be awarded. Even if an

award of attorney fees had been warranted, the trial court abused its

discretion by failing to conduct a thorough lodestar analysis when it

awarded Ms. Wright all of her $346,000 requested attorneys' fees, which

were billed at up to $500 per hour and included a lodestar 2x multiplier.

The lodestar method is appropriate for calculating attorney fees

under the PRA. Sanders, 169 Wn.2d at 869. A Lodestar figure is

RNMENWIFORMINIM

American Civil Liberties Union of Wash. v. Blaine Sch. Dist. No. 503,

method multiplies a reasonable attorney rate for the prevailing party by a

reasonable number of hours worked. Sanders, 169 Wn.2d at 869.

The party seeking attorney fees bears the burden of proving the

reasonableness of the fees. Mahler v. Szucs, 135 Wn.2d 398, 433-34, 957

P.2d 632 (1998). The reasonableness of the fees must be determined

independently by the court, and the court should take an active role in
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analyzing attorney fee awards. Absher Constr. Co. v. Kent Sch. Dist.,

79 Wn. App. 841, 846, 917 P.2d 1086 ( 1995), citing Nordstrom v.

Tampourlos, 107 Wn.2d 735, 744, 733 P.2d 208 (1987). 
31

The trial court may supplement its Lodestar determination using

the factors listed in former RPC 1.5(a), and one such factor is "[t]he fee

customarily charged in the locality for similar legal services." See

Mahler, 135 Wn.2d at 433 n.20. Ms. Wright claimed her primary attorney

fee rate was $500 per hour, but she provided no evidence that any attorney

has ever charged or been awarded that rate in a PRA case. CP at 643. In

response the Department cited West v. Port of Olympia, 146 Wn. App. 108,

123, 192 P.3d 926 (2008), to show that $300 per hour had been held to be an

unreasonable hourly fee in a PRA lawsuit, even where the attorney is former

Washington State Supreme Court Justice Philip Talmadge. RP at 27-28

Nov. 18, 2011); CP at 686. The trial court speculated that the fee was set at

250 per hour in that case because Justice Talmadge faced an

unsophisticated litigant. RP at 28 (Nov. 18, 2011). Nothing in the West

38 In Nordstrom, the Supreme Court cautioned against simply adopting the
request of the plaintiffs attorney, as the superior court did in this case. The Supreme
Court warned:

T]he determination of what constitutes reasonable attorney fees should
not be accomplished solely by reference to the number of hours which
the law firm representing the successful plaintiff can bill.... [T]he trial
court, instead of merely relying on the billing records of the plaintiffs
attorney, should make an independent decision as to what represents a
reasonable amount for attorney fees. The amount actually spent by the
plaintiff's attorney may be relevant, but it is in no way dispositive.

Nordstrom v. Tampourlos, 107 Wn.2d 735, 744, 733 P.2d 208 (1987).
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decision supports that speculation. The trial court abused its discretion by

approving $500 as a reasonable hourly fee in a PRA case.

The trial court abused its discretion by making absolutely no

reductions to the 427 hours of legal time requested by Ms. Wright. CP at

740. The issues in this case were not particularly complex. Ms. Wright

had one witness, entered nine exhibits at trial, and failed to file a trial

brief. She argued that four records
39

were provided late. CP at 561,

565-566. Moreover, at the penalty hearing, the Department identified

more than $62,000 in fees that appeared to be improper or unjustified,

including $11,000 in fees for work performed before the litigation, $1,600

for filing the lawsuit, $27,000 for document review, and $24,000 for

preparing a 14 page petition. RP at 25, 27 (Nov. 18, 2011). The trial court

abused its discretion by failing to independently scrutinize all these cost and

For a court to determine the number of hours reasonably expended

in the litigation, "the attorneys must provide reasonable documentation of

erformed." Bowers v. Transamerica Title Ins. Co., 100 WnIil

39 Four records out of roughly 5,600 total records produced in response to the
2007 and 2008 requests. CP at 670; Exs. 205, 213, 214.

40 The Department also identified several impermissible expenditures as part of
Ms. Wright's request for $16,096.87 in litigation costs. For example, the Department
asked the superior court to deduct roughly $6,300 paid in expert witness fees to Ms. Kent
because she was never qualified as an expert in public records and she provided no expert
opinions. RP at 34-35 (Nov. 18, 2011).
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581, 597, 675 P.2d 193 (1983). In addition to the number of hours

worked, the documentation must include "the type of work performed and

the category of attorney who performed the work." Id.

Ms. Wright's petition for attorney fees provided lump-sum hours

for each of her four attorneys, but failed to give any information on the

work performed. CP at 642-44. When the Department's response

complained about this, Ms. Wright then submitted 12 pages of detailed

attorney fee billing information in her reply brief. CP at 685, 754-765.

At the penalty hearing the Department asked the trial court to

either strike their detailed billings or provide DSHS a fair opportunity to

provide a response to their detailed billings that were provided in the reply

brief instead of their petition." RP at 24 (Nov. 18, 2011). The trial court

denied the request without explanation. RP at 24 (Nov. 18, 2011). The trial

court abused its discretion by refusing to allow the Department a fair

opportunity to respond to Ms. Wright's detailed attorney fee billing

summary submitted with her reply brief.

Not only did the trial court abandon its duty to independently

scrutinize the attorney fees and costs requested, but it also abused its

discretion by applying a lodestar 2x multiplier without conducting any

analysis whatsoever. As a consequence, the superior court effectively

awarded attorney fees of up to $ 1,000 per hour.
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The superior court refused to acknowledge the Washington

Supreme Court's approval of a trial court's refusal to grant Justice Sanders

his requested 1.5 lodestar multiplier in a PRA case. See Sanders,

169 Wn.2d at 869. "It was not an abuse of discretion for the trial court to

refuse to give Justice Sanders the benefit of the exception when the rate

times hours product already greatly exceeded the contingency fee for the

case." Id. In this case, based on the trial court's penalty award to

Ms. Wright of $287,800, the trial court's attorney fee award of $346,000

would be a contingency fee of 120 percent, 
41

which is the personification

of an unreasonable attorney fee. The trial court's doubling of these

already excessive attorney fees was an abuse of discretion.

This Court should reverse the trial court, vacate its judgment

awarding penalties and attorney fees, and dismiss the underlying case in

its entirety for having been filed after the statue of limitations in

RCW 42.56.550(6) had run.

Alternatively, this Court should hold that the Department did not

violate the Public Records Act with respect to the four records at issue,

because two of the records are not subject to the PRA's disclosure

41 A standard one-third attorney contingency fee for the $287,800 penalty award
to Ms. Wright would be $95,933, and Ms. Wright's attorney fee and cost award of
346,000 exceeds this amount by a quarter-million dollars.
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provisions, and the other two records were not requested. Because there

was no violation of the PRA, this Court should vacate the superior court's

judgment awarding penalties and attorney fees, and dismiss the underlying

case in its entirety.

Should the Court decide to address the amount of penalties and

attorney fees awarded, it should reverse and vacate the superior court's

judgment awarding penalties and attorney fees as constituting an abuse of

discretion. In that event, given the errors above, the Department

respectfully would request that this Court determine the proper calculation

ofpenalties, attorney fees and costs.

RUTER7'77TfCKT =,

Attorney General

s/ JOHN D. CLARK

JOHN D. CLARK, WSBA No. 28537
Assistant Attorney General

Attorneys for the State of Washington,
Department of Social & Health Services
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18 years and I am competent to testify to the matters set forth herein. On
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Pierce Couvft

DEPUTY

SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR PIERCE COUNTY

AMBER WRIGHT,

Plaintiff, No. 10-2-08114-9

V, FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

STATE Oh' WASHINGTON, DSHS,

Defendant.

This matter came before the Court on Plaintiff's Complaint for Violations of the Public

Records Act. The Court having considered the evidence presented by the parties hereby enters

the following:

FINDINGS OF FACT

1. Plaintiff made her first Public Records Act request on March 26, 2007;

2. Plaintiff made her second Public Records Act request on May 20,2008;

3. On November 14, 2008, Defendant DSHS informed plaintiff that its response to

her Public Records Act request(s) was complete;

4. On December 11, 2009, Defendant DSHS produced an audio recording and a

transcription of an interview wherein plaintiff disclosed that she was physically and sexually

abused. These materials were response to plaintiffs Public Records Act requests;

ionora rick Fleming

FILDEPT 7
IN OPEN COURT

SEP 0 1 2011

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - I

003032 -13 471772.V1
CP - 565
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S. On March4, Defendant DSHS produced a DSHS foster care /adoption

manual, These records were responsive to plaintiff's Public Records Act requests;

6. On March 16, 20 1.0, Defendant DSHS produced the Child Physical and Sexual

Abuse Investigation Protocols for Pierce County, Washington. These records were responsive

to plaintiff's Public Records Act requests; and

7. Despite withholding records from plaintiff's Public Records Act requests,

Defendant DSHS failed to provide a privilege log.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1, This Court has jurisdiction over the parties;

2. Venue is proper with this Court;

3. Defendant DSHS violated the Public Records Act by withholding the audio

recording and a transcription of an interview wherein plaintiff disclosed that she was physically

and sexually abused until December 11, 2009;

4. Defendant DSHS violated the Public Records Act by withholding the DSHS

foster care /adoption manual until March 4, 2010;

5, Defendant DSHS violated the Public Records Act by with Child Physical

and Sexual Abuse fuvestigation Protocols for Pierce County, Washington, until March 16, 2010;

6. Defendant DSHS violated the Public Records Act by failing to provide a privilege

log identifying each record withheld from plaintiff's Public Records Act requests;

7. Pursuant to RCW 42,56.550(4),

8. Pursuant to RCW 42.56.550(4), plaintiff is entitled to cost and attorneys' fees

necessary for bringing this action.
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I ORDER

2 1. No later than September 30, 2011, the parties are ordered to meet and confer to

3
attempt to negotiate the amount of penalties to be assessed and the amount of attorneys' fees and

4
costs to which plaintiff is entitled to receive,

5  

2. If the parties are not able to reach an agreement regarding the amount of penalties,
6

7 costs and attorneys' fees, the Court will determine the amount of statutory penalties, attorneys'
8'g -

g fees and costs as a part of its liar motion calendar.

9 3. If the motion is filed, the parties shall work together to 7propose a form of

10 judgment that has been agreed upon in as many areas as possible.
C11

SIGNED IN OPEN COURT this day of.st, 2011.

12

13

14 H NO LE F D CIS FLE 1NG

15

16
Presented By, DEpr 1

17
HAGENS BERMAN SOBOL SHAPIRO LLP

IN OPEN CoUnT
Attorneys for Plaintiff

t s SAP 0) 2AP1
Pierce Cody19 e

20
David P. M , WSBA O 53

Martin D, WLean, WSBA #33269

21 ( 
14 • Ac% # 6

Approved as to,form:
22

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
23 Attorneys for Defendant DSHS

24

25 By
o n Clar , WSBA #2

26
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SUPERIOR COURT OF WASHINGTON IN AND FOR PIERCE COUNTY

AMBER WRIGHT,

Plaintiff,

v.

STATE OF WASHINGTON, DSHS

Defendant,

No. 10 -2- 08114 -9

JUDGMENT AGAINST DSHS

With Findings of Fact &
Conclusions of Law

CLEK'SACTIONREOUIRED

JUDGMENT SUMMARY (RCW4.64.030)
1. Judgment Creditor: Amber Wright

2. Judgment Creditors Attorneys: David P. Moody
Marty McLean
Carter W. Hick

3. Judgment Debtor: State of Washington, DSHS

4. Total Judgment Amount: 649,896.87

5. Pre - judgment Interest: 0

6. Post - judgment Interest: 0

7. Taxable Costs and Attorneys' fees: fneluded in Total Judgment Amount

Total: $649,896.87

PROPOSED] JUDGMENT AGAINST DSHS - ]

MOEWTHAVE" Su0E3300SFATnE.WA86101

103032 -13 4$6076 V7 (
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Active Role Taken By Court

There was a bench trial on August 31 and September 1, 2011. Accordingly, this Court

served as the trier of fact and is familiar with the evidence, the law, the circumstances of this

case, and the dedication, skill and reputation of the attorneys. Before signing this order, the

Court carefully considered the briefing of the parties, the law, and heard oral argument from

counsel. Finally, this Court took an active role in determining the reasonableness of the award

for attorneys' fees, costs and penalties imposed.

Findings of Fact

The Court finds that there was an obstruction ofjustice, that the obstruction is clear, and

that it insults the citizens for a government entity to proceed as DSHS proceeded in this natter,

and therefore the Court finds that penalties of $100 /day are appropriate.

The penalties equal $287,800.00.

The Court finds that plaintiffs attorneys' fees are reasonable and necessary because:

i. There were no duplicated efforts;

ii. There was a significant amount of time and labor required due to the novelty and

difficulty of the questions involved, and the skill requisite to perform the legal

services properly;

iii. The attorneys' fees charged are customary and reasonable in the locality for

similar legal services;

iv. The results obtained are exceptional;

v. The nature and length of the professional relationship between plaintiff and her

attorneys was significant and long - standing;

PROPOSSD] JUDGMENT AGAINST DSHS - 2
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vi. Plaintiff's attorneys are experienced, have a particularly strong reputation for

successfully prosecuting claims against DSHS, including the largest public

records settlement against DSHS in state history; and

vii. The fee was contingent in nature, making this an all -or- nothing proposition for
plaintiff's attorneys.

The Court further finds that a loadstar multiplier of 2x is warranted given the reputation
and skill of plaintiffs attorneys, the contingent nature of this litigation, the result obtained for
Plaintiff, and the obstacles surmounted due to DSHS' obstruction in obtaining these public
records.

Attorneys' fees, including a multiplier of 2x, equal $346,000,00

The Court finds that plaintiff's litigation costs are reasonable and necessary.

The costs equal $16,096.87.

Conclusions of Lave

1. Judgment shall be taken against Defendant State of Washington, DSHS, in the total

amount of $649,896.87, which breaks down as follows;

a. $287,800.00 for statutory penalties;

b. $346,000.00for attorneys' fees;

c, $16 for litigation costs.
2. The total judgment of $649,896,87shall be deposited by Defendant State of

Washington, DSHS, into the Registry of the Pierce County Superior Court no later than five
business days after the date of entry and filing of this judgment;

3. Upon presentation of identification, the Pierce County Superior Court Clerk is

Directed to release the funds to plaintiff's counsel, David P. Moody ofHagens Berman Sobol
Shapiro, LLP ("David P. Moody, Attorney, in trust for Amber Wright"); and
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4. Upon receipt of $649,896.87, the Court Clerk shall enter satisfaction of the
judgment against Defendt State of Washington, DSHS.

Ordered this &day ofNovember, 2011.
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CONNOLLY TACON & MESERVE
At 100K,v3 AT LAW • A PROFMIONAI. Sr.nvICES CORPORATION

Sincerely,

I

CARTER W. HICK

Exhibit I'
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James A. Connolly
Carter W. Hiok
Leonard K.Lucenko, Jr
Christina A, Meserve

slacle -Dee M. Motoyama
Charles E. Szurszewski

Avelln P.Tacon III .

March 26, 2007

Heritage Bank Building
201 51h Avenue SW, Suite 301

Olympia, WA 08501

Phone(360)943 -6747
Fax(360)943.9661
www.o(ylaw.com

Diane Fuller
DSHS
P.O. Box 87
South Bend, Washington 98586

Re: Amber Wright

Ms. Fuller:

It was a pleasure speaking with you today on the phone, Thank you very much for all of your
help.

I write to you on behalf of Amber Wright as her lawyer and request a copy of her entire
DSHS file. It is my understanding that your office has a copy of this file. Additionally, if
there is more information you need from me, or if there are other channels I need to explore in
order to obtain this file, please advise as soon as possible:

Please do not hesitate to contact me with questions or concerns. Thank you very much for
your consideration.

CWH:po
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1
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May l

WA VACSDMLE Public Records/ t

FO LOW ))13 Y TPS4'VEMgG11T Prlvac Officer
Ri ctiV>ED

Ms. Xristal Wiitala Knutson
MAY 2 0 2008Departmexit of Social* and1-Tealth Services

t'ublio Disclosure Manager DEPARTME-M ,
AND HIIAM SERVICES

P.O. Box 45010
Qlyxnpia, WA 98504 --5010

Re: . robe Wright (child)
David Wright (Z''aretat):

1

Ms, 1<111ltson_

1 repxeseut Amber Wright.

Pursuant to R:CW42.56 et seq, and RCW 13.50 et seq., please consider ft an
Official request pursua - nt to tho Washington State Public Disclosure Statates for a Iy and
all documents relatiing to Amber Wright and/or David Wright,

1

Documents AlreadvWniltwed to her 1lnfitles ;

Please produce mpites of any and all documents already produced to. any x5ox> ax
agency regardinz.Amber Wright and/ Dayid Wj bht, This includes, but is not Ui

son
ta, Ole following documents;

L Any and all document produced to the Pacific 0ounty Prosecutor'; Office,
2. Any and all documents produced to thO Sumner Police Depmtment and
3.. 

Auy and all documents produced as a result of any -priorpublic disl110sureand/or reooxds request not listed above, i

r

A.rTRNBYS AT 6AW
BEATYtE tQS hN6'MlRSern' rrairr'simn- +:.••.`ifeyiii CAMBRIpGt A4109N'IX (MCAda

007072.11 7)MAY)
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1

Documeuts Related. to Coannl,Rints ftorlMd to and !
kilvestigated j the Deyarw ent

I. Copies of all dooumsnta drafnmd autf3owd, or prepared by any, department
euzployes to any laW axiforcemOnt agftoyregardingtho:Departmenr CPS
history as it relates to Amber Wright :Und /or David Wxighf,,and aR
documents received by law Department. froze an lava enforcement a &ncy.
regarding Amber Wright and/or David Wright. i

2r Any and all documents associated with CA re7ferral Mx#1669006,
dated- ?.x/10/2005. This inoludes, but is trot limited to any and all intake
documents, any and all notes, e- wails, aettexs, faxes, photographs and/or
otherdo.cumeuteUOU generated or=ceivod by Doparttnent,persoxlnell during
investigatl= Ofthis complaint. This request also includes, but is not
limited to, any docum,erits relatittg.totho.resolutlou oftfiis ;complaini
inoluding xeporW, compliatico . agreements, revocation Iemrs, ate, p9ease
Moo produce copies of the Departihexst's law onforceknent
referrals /reports requb/ed by RCW 26.44.0 0 associated r lth this
referral.

3, Any and all documents associated with CpS.referral M40162000,.
dated 05/17/2005.. This includes, but is' not limited tb any siid all intake
documents, any and all motes, e- rixstil , letters, faxes, photographs "Wor
other dOcumentation generated or- toceiv'edby Departmentpersanndl during
InVestlgatiran of this complaint, This request also includes, but is p dt
liInited to, any documents relating to the resolution of'tbis: (,
in.cl'uding reporta, complfanoe agreemo ta, revocation letters, etc, "ease
also produce copies of the Dopartlanent law 8n:force,61ent
referrals /reports required byACW 26,44,030 associated Wit), this
referral.

4, Any and all documents Rssaclated with CPS referral Mt#16203 7. This
iriclu:des, but is aaot limited to any and all Wtake documents, any an(4 all
notes, e- mails lefitexs, faxes, photographs and/or Other di7cumexatat$n
generated or received by Departmo t personnel during iti'vostigatioii of tWs
carsiplaint. This request also mtalu&s,'but is not liia7ited to, any dogMO)ats
relating to tho resolution of this coMplaidiucluding reports, oomplanoo
agreements, revocation letters, etc, Please also produce copies of;lthe
Depsirtr,>3aut'& law enfor referrals /reports required by jRICW
26A4.030 associated ` Ith this referral:

007477.11 43902 Vf

1

I
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May 20, 2008

5, My and all d"utneuts associated with CPS ic:erral IA #1543537,;
dated 08/18/2004. This includes, but is not limited to any and' all iutgjce
doournents, any and all notes, e- mails, letter's, Axes, photographs and/'
other documentation generated or received by Department personnel ({luring
investigation of this complaint, This request also iroludes, but is not
limited to, any documents relating to tiro resolution of this complaint;
including reports, compliance agreements, xcvocation letter's, ate I

please also produce copies of the Department's law enforcement
referrals /reports required by RCW26.44.030 associated with No
referral.

6, Any and all documents associated with CPS referral ID #1511931,
dated 04/26/2004. This includes, but is not limited to any and all inll ko
documents, any and all notes, e,znails, letters; faxes, photographs and/or
other dory mentation generated or received by Department personnel( during
investigation of this complaint. This request also includes, but is nal
limited to, any documents relating to the resolut7ion, of this complaints
ilichWing reports, compliance agreements, revocation letters, etc. PfIease
also produce copies of the Department's law entor"nient
referrals /reports required by RCW 26,44.0$0 associated with this
referral, i

7. Any and all documents associated with CPS referral 1D #147021-4, 
elated 11/3412003. This includes, but is not limited to any and all ir{tako
documents, any and all notes, e- mails, letters, faxes, photogxnphs axtd/or
other documentation generated or received by Department personndl durivag
investigation of this Ornplaint. This request also includes, but is nest
limited to, any documents relating to rho resolution ofthis co;mplaixit 1
inoluding reports, complianceag revocation letters, etc. Vipase i
also produce copies of the Department'slaw enforcenrtent
referrals /reports required by RCW 26,44,030 associated with tlkls
referral.

i I

00013 130992V1
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S. And and all documents associated with CPS referral ID ##1412414,,;
dated 05/01/2001 This includes, but is not limited to any and all intake
documents, any and all notes, e »mails, letters, faxes, photographs 4rd/6T
other documentation generated or received by Department personnel during
investigation of this complaint. This request. also baoludes, but is not ,
limited to, any docmlaonts relating to the resolution of this complaint
including xeports, compliance agreements, rcvooation letters, eto. P
also produce copies of the Department's law ouforcement ' I

referralslrcports regaired by RCW 26,44.030 associated with this;
referral,

9. ' Any and all documents associated with CPS referral ID ##1411224,
dated. 04/28/2003. This tncludes, but is not limited to any and all inifake
documents, any and all notes, emails, letters, faxes, photographs ano/or
other documentation generated or received by Department personn6during
investigation of this complaint. This request also iucludos, but is not
limited to, any dooirmoiats Wating to the resolution of this complaint
including reports, oomplinnoe agreements, rovooatiou letters, eto. l:'Ifease
also produce copies of the Departmenes law en.£oxeement
referrals /reports required by RCW 26.44,030 associated with thi
referral,

10. Any and all documents associated with CPS referral M ##131089,
dated0$/21/2002. This includes, but is not limited to any and all intake
documonts, any and all notes, o- mails, letters, faxes, photographs ad/or
other documentation generated or received by Department persanueu during
investigation of this complaint. This request also includes, but is ndt
limited to, a" documents relating to the resolution of'this complaint
ineluditlg reports, compliance agreements, revocation letters, etc, Phease
Also produce eoples of the Departzn.ent's law enforcement It
referrals /reports required by RCW 26.44:030 associated with this
referral.

11, Any and all documents associated with CPS referral YD 0355, ated
0311611990. This includes, but is not limited to any and all intake
documents, any and all notes, e- mails, letters, Faxes, photographs afid /or
other documentation generated or received by Departn'tent pexsonnik during
investigation ofthis complaint, This request also includes, but is not
limited to, any documents relating to the resolution of this complaint
izaoluding reports, compliance agreements, revocation letters, eto, i

001071.11 oSmyj
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Please also produce copies of the Department's law enforcement j
referralsNeports recixilired by RC4V 26.44.030 as;,oclated witb tIx
referral,

12. Any and all documents associated with CPS referral ID #5356, dat6d
03116/1-990. This includes, but is rot limited to any and all intake r

documents, any and all notes, e- mails, letters, faxes, photographs an&r
other documentation generated or received by Depaitment persoxmel_ Auring
inyoetip#on ofthis complaint. This request also irioludes, but Is Plot ;.
limited to, a y domnents relating to the•xesolutioa of this eomplabit
including reports, compliance agreements, revocation letters, etc. P116ase
alw.roduee copies of the Department's law enforcement
referr /reports required - by RCW 16.44,030 associated with thii
referral.

1 Any curl all docuineuts associated with CPS referral SD #5357, dated
09/1:3M' 119 This imiudes, but is not limited to any and all iutako
docttxnents, any and all notos, e- mails, letters, faxes, photographs anNor
other dooumentation, generated, or reaoi'ved by Departmoiat personnels during '
investigation of this complaint. This request also ilachldoS, but is not,
liinitcd to, any documents relating to the xesolaaan of this eomplaini
including reports, compliance agreements, revocation letters; etc,')' Jease
also produce copies Of the laepartyneut's law enforceTnent
referrals /reports required by )kC'IrV' 26.44,030 associated with thsreferral.

14. Any and all doouxnerxts gcnerated, maixitained and/or obtained by ft '
following Departinent employees that relate in any manner to Arnbr 
wriglxt and/or David, Wright, 'I'b'is request inoludcs, but is not lhiibd to, ipbotograplasy S£+1,2s (sorvlee episodo records), investigative tepp1 , nYails
correspondence, CPS referrals and lair enforcement referrals. c j

a) . XarryApplegate,
b) Kenneth Babcock. i

1
d). Marissa;Coxralss

e). Cynthia Diob.on
rzlitt:paxas -cage

g) . Dianne- k'iYXler j
1vYeltciy.Johtsazt. i

m)o)3•it l998ev4 1

y
i
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Kristal K. Wiitala, JD j
May 20, 2008 : t

Page 6

4

Aron. Kaluzny.
LindaZ,ant

1) Carla Keel6r
1) Dozy kmager
xn) Bruoe Morrison
n) •WMam Parrish

a) Susan Phillips
p) Eva Robinett
q) RaymondRobinsoA

Department's lv'txles of Amber WrlLyht E

Produce any and .all doc Monts related in any manner whatsvvar to the
Department's files as they relate to Amb.or Wright. This includes, but is not lirnit0d. to,
the following documents-

I. Any and all Department Asacssments {as defined by WAC 38$4481
relating in any manner to Amber Wright;

2. Any and all Department So'r foe Plans (as deed by WAC 388- 14!ko10)
relating, in axiy manner to Amber Wright; ,

I Any and all medical, psychiatric,. and/or counseling tecords relaU114 in any
mmmex whatsoever to Amber Wright, and

4. Any and: -all sexual assault exanldnatiOns, - reports, and/or records re>ting in
any manner whatsoever to Amber Wright. 

Other Documents

I. To the extent not already produced puxauant to any of tlae requests
I

identified above, piaase produoe copies ofany and all letters or e- Mails,
written-orreceived, by any staty, employee concerning any aspect a David.
WTight's parentitig or Home, inol'ading but not limited to any e »mai4s tha
mention, refer to, or discuss: (l) allegations of abuse, neglect or {
exploitation; (2) Amber Wright; (3) arty friends of Amber Wright, 6r <
4) any other child who lied, .or was living, with Da dd Wright at'iay time. t

2. Please produf e any timelines, chronologies or sunzrnariospxoparee by the ;
Department aoneernin; Amrlbor Wright. and/or David Wright: ThiI

OOJU)4rt 7399Ct V1 i

V
k
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Kristal K. Wiitala, 7D
May 20, 2008

includes, but is not limited to, my chronologies, clraxts, summaries, ta'kingpoints, or timolinos.

3. Nease produce copies of any and all eorrospoudonot documents, e -i Sails,
letters, charts, notes, outliucs, or other Wormtlon provided to, or r"r ived
by, the Office ofthe Family and Children's Ombudsman concerning kmber
Wright, and/or any other children living with David Wright, any allejjntioxa
ofabuso)zaeglect/exploitatlon concerning David Wright, or any other issue
concerning David Wdghfspareratiag,

4, Any and all correspondence, referrals, reports, investigations, notes,
evaluations, and/or outer doownents received from or sent to any 1~atttrr7y
Pmiarvation Service agenoy /contractor, counselor, and/or therapist,

RCW 42.$6 et seq, and ROW 13,50 st seq, call for a prompt response to this
request. "rho law roandatas you contact one within five (S) business days to either deny
this request or ini"onn me as to when Z will receive, these records.

Please send records to tie following; address:

David :P, Doody
Hagerls Berman Sobol Shapiro, LLP

1301 Mlth Avenue, Suite 2900
Seattle, Washington 98101

Should you have any questions ox concerns, please coptact me. 1 have en&sed
releases executed by Arrrber Wright, X look forward to receiving either the recordh or your
response Within five (5) business days,

Respaottully,
r

HAQENS BERMAN SOBOL S 11F0 LLP

avid P. MO q i
DplvS:ocm

0636J2.11 vesexw
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MR. CLARK: With regard to that interview, it

was provided late, it doesn't give them a public records

penalty. First off, we have to make our argument under

13 --

THE COURT: We're not there yet, you're not

under penalty or attorney's fees. I thought you agreed

with the other side in the event that there is --

responsibility is found, that you'll go from there.

MR. 'CLARK: I'm not going into what the

penalty should be, I'm going into whether there is a

violation or not for that disclosure of the recorded

interview.- The Public Records Act does not call that a

violation that's entitled to any penalty if they have

the record in hand before they file their public records

lawsuit.

THE COURT: I read that.

MR.. CLARK: That's why they're not entitled

for any remedy for that recorded interview: The other

two documents he talks about, the protocol documents,

those are general protocols for investigating. That's

not in Amber Wright's file, they never requested that

document. They requested Amber Wright's records. The

Court will need to look at the actual --

THE COURT: How can you -- they asked for

discovery.

PRELIMTNARX MATTERS 34
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MR. CLARK: I would like to clarify something

for the Court, the Public Records Act is not discovery.

It is not pre -trial discovery and the Court should not

look at-it as pre -trial discovery, as something like, I

want everything related to something: And there is

THE COURT: If that's what the law is the

Supreme can tell me that because when you ask for

discovery and you've got a lawsuit, it is a very simple

lawsuit. They're that your client was

negligent in caring for this child. And they asked for

every piece of evidence in the way of discovery that

might support that claim. And if you didn't give it to

them, there is a problem. And.you can't hide behind

some esoteric definition under Title 13 or Title 42.56,

I don't think.

MR. CLARK: Okay. So we'll be asking the

Court at•the end of the day to go a very different

direction and not look at this as a•discovery request

that asked for all evidence that could.in any way

support their case.'

THE COURT: What else is it then? What do you

intend to show that it is then if it isn't a request for

discovery?

MR. CLARK: I intend to show it's a public,

records.reques•t for very specific information.

PRELIMINARY MATTERS 35
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THE COURT: Trying to cut corners and to be

extra cautious and you're not calling it a discovery

request, you're calling it something else?

MR. CLARK: Yes, absolutely, we're calling it

a public records request.

THE COURT: I would suggest to you that's a

problem.

MR. CLARK: Well, we still need to present our

case on*the record.

THE COURT: Sure you do, and I'm not

prejudging it. But I listening to what your opening

statement is and I've known situations like this where

on the opening statements courts have ruled. I'm not

going that far with it yet.

MR. CLARK: I would ask the Court not to do

that because these cases, they tend to get remanded back

if there is no findings. We at least need some findings

and conclusions of law on this. With all due respect, .I

do want an opportunity to present all our evidence.

THE COURT: You'll have an opportunity. I'm

just saying what has happened before and I'm well aware

of it. Federal courts do it all the time.

MR. CLARK: Okay. As a final matter that I

hope will clarify this a little, you'll hear the words

public records throughout the case. And I believe'

PRELIMINARY MATTERS 36
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plaintiff will try to make that a confusing issue and

it's not a confusing issue..

THE COURT: I don't think it is confusing at.

all.

MR. CLARK: Because.I agree it shouldn't be.

Counsel was reading some of the statutes on this,.it is

all public records, DSHS will not dispute that. Amber

Wright's confidential Child Welfare file is a public

record. But after that is where it gets confusing.

We'll he.showing it doesn't mean the ,public can 'get it.

THE COURT: Absolutely not. That's not what

I'm being asked to rule on is that the public is

entitled to anything. What is the issue is what she is

entitled to when she brings this cause of action against'

a claim against the Department of Social and Health

Services and all its sub - agencies for the way she was

treated by her biological father, and based upon the

evidence that was apparently the file was full of.

MR. CLARK: Okay. DSHS gives records in

public records, it's not trying to measure those records

as to whether they're evidence or not..

THE COURT:' Don't you intend to show that DSHS

was taking the responsibility for putting her back in

the home time after time?

MR. CLARK: In today's case?

PRELIMINARY MATTERS 37
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THE COURT: Well, in her claims against DSHS.

It wasn't anybody else putting her back into the home,

it was a satellite or.administrative part of DSHS that

had the authority to put her back in that home. And to

hide the records is not right under the guise of any

rights of people and individuals against an entity such

as we have here.

MR. CLARK: With all due respect, we will ask

the Court to focus on the public records processing and

not the.allegation -

THE COURT: That's what bothers me. You're

expecting me to focus on public records and something in

a statute that flies in the face of what's right here

when a person has been injured, at least that's what

their claim is, and they should have their opportunity

with a jury trial to prove it one way or the other and

they should not be -- there should not'be obstruction by

the entity that's alleged to have caused'this injury.

MR. CLARK: Well, I'll wrap up my opening

here, your Honor, we will show this was not a purposeful

obstruction. And the Department communicated with the

requester on both requests every step of the way, tried

to be cooperative, and they didn't violate the Public

Records Act. We will.ask the Court to apply the law

that applies.
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THE COURT: Did they violate her rights?

MR. CLARK: She hasn't alleged a violation of

her rights, she,has alleged a•violation of the Public

Records Act. That's the only cause of action in this

case.

THE COURT: That's circular and --

MR. CLARK: I'm not the person to determine

whether some --

THE COURT: You're in a tough position, but

you're here for me to.discuss this with and I'm not

throwing you out at this. point.-

MR. CLARK: She is free to claim any violation

of rights she wants to and she has done so in other

cases.

THE COURT: But she doesn't have to do it when

she's obstructed in getting her matter heard by a jury

everywhere she turned until now.

MR. CLARK: Well, we will also show evidence

that in the tort case there weren't 'discovery problems

in that case, she has the records she needed.

THE COURT: Well, I guess that's a contest.

That's your position, but I'm not so sure that's the

plaintiff's-position.

MR. CLARK: And I would ask that plaintiff be

limited to the evidence he's presenting. He's making

PRELIMINARY MATTERS 39
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supposed to be' asking for if they don't know until they

get the discovery?

MR. CLARK: We would argue it's not a

discovery request, it is a request for public records.

THE COURT: See, that's where you're starting

off, in my opinion, representing your client on the

wrong foot. What was the basis for this request? It is

a trial and what do you do in trials ?' You send out

interrogatories, you take depositions, what is all that

categorized as? 'Discovery.

MR. CLARK: With regard to, public records or

anyone requesting their records from DSHS, DSHS doesn't

concern itself with the purpose, and they're not

supposed to. You•'re not supposed to analyze --

THE COURT: Do you think they're trumped? Do

you think that purpose they think they're following is

trumped by what we have been talking about?

MR. CLARK: I'm saying they didn't need to

consider the purpose.

THE COURT: A jury trial, you think that

trumps? You're trying tb represent to Court and to

the people, the citizens, I don't think so.

MR. CLARK: I'll move forward. The way Diane

Fuller at DSHS, South Bend Regional Office, as a

supervising --

CLOSING ARGUMENT /Mr. Clark 17
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THE COURT: That's the way she's been trained.

MR. CLARK: The way she responded was she gave

that file to Mr. Hick,

THE COURT: Incomplete.

MR. CLARK: She did not provide a copy of the

reported interviewed, that is correct.

THE COURT: Is that the same way of saying it

was incomplete?

MR. CLARK: Yes.

THE COURT: All right.

MR. CLARK: She missed the recorded interview.

THE COURT: Was that -- just that recorded

interview, was that important?

MR. CLARK: That's not for me to say.

THE COURT: Well, I can understand that.

MR. CLARK: So she responds on June 1st, 2007

with'that. At the end of her letter on June 1st, she

said, If you have any questions,, please contact me.. Mr.

Hick never did contact her. So the legal issues with

regard to the 2007 response are

THE COURT: Didn't Mr. Hick get another law

firm that was maybe more experienced in this involved,

that's what he did? Maybe he didn't contact you, but

Ms. Wright's attorney that Mr. Hick brought in, the way

I• understand it,.they contacted the defendant.'

CLOSING ARGUMENT /Mx, Clark 18
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MR. CLARK: Yes, your Honor, I'll get to that,

and why that is important, in just a moment. There are

two issues --

THE COURT: Again, that gets me to where I

just have trouble. All of this would not need to happen

where experienced lawyers know what they should do in

completing discovery. And just because you're a part of

the executive branch of the government does not give you
the right to obstruct.

MR. CLARK: With regard to the 2007 response,

first and foremost, all of those records are governed by
RCW 13.50. I'll explain that when I get to the 2008.

THE COURT: I know what your argument is.

MR. CLARK: I believe you do under 13.50. All

those records are governed by 13.50. They don't have a

public records remedy for any children's record in Amber

Wright's file under the Public Records Act. Second,

that 2007 request is barred by the statute of

limitations. As I just said, Diane Fuller completed her

response on June 1st, 2007.. RCW 13.50 does not have a'

specific statute of limitations'. We ask this Court to

apply the two year general statute of limitations under

RCW 4.16.130. Her response was on June 1st, 2007. This

lawsuit did not get filed until April 6, 2010. It was

not filed timely with regard to that 2007 request. That

CLOSING ARGUMENT /Mr. Clark 19
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request should be dismissed. That's the argument on the

2007 request.

Moving on to the 2008 request --

THE COURT: So if you delay and,obstruct long

enough, the statute of limitations comes into play and

you're out, I don't think so.

MR. CLARK: I would argue they didn't

purposely delay and obstruct, they,missed

interview. That got discovered in December of 2009,

again, past the statute of limitations. As Barbara

McPherson testified, there were records within the

production that mention that the interview took place.

They.were given notice of the interview. The copying of

the CD with the audio recording of the interview did not

get provided.

THE COURT: She was worried about her job,

that's the bottom line. She couldn't even tell me what

plain words like, her entire DSHS file, meant. She

didn't want to get fired for disclosing discovery that

was necessary and appropriate through this 'jury trial

procedure that these folks had to go into,

MR. CLARK: Well, I would ask your Honor to

consider the possibility that when someone says, I want

MY entire DSHS file, sometimes they really do want every

possible DSHS file on that person and sometimes
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don't. Sometimes they don't understand that DSHS has

18,000 employees, multiple administration and offices

across the state, multiple programs not just dealing

with children, dealing with public assistance --

THE COURT: And, there may in lie a problem.

It is so unwieldily that it doesn't have its house in

order. And they make go to this extent. How

many citizens do.not have the wherewithal to do what

these folks,have done'. How many citizens are.out there

treated like this plaintiff was treated about her claims

that just go away. How many just go away because they

have to fight the biggest law firm in the State'o

Washington, the executive branch of the government,

because they haven't kept -- you could argue, arguably,

they haven't kept their house in order.

MR. CLARK: I would argue they are doing it

correctly and the process doesn't require --

THE COURT: I know, you're paid to do that.

MR. CLARK: The process doesn't require an

elaborate litigation that should go on for 14 months.

What the Public Records Act supposed to involve is an

expedited judicial review. You go into court with a

show cause motion and say, I think the agency did this

wrong, and the agency comes in quickly says, here's why

we think it we did it right, and a judge, based on
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